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Highlights:

Adult Maltreatment
Adult Maltreatment Report: Per APS Policy, three new fields have been added to the Adult Maltreatment Report tab: Alleged victim deceased?, Death as a result of maltreatment?, and Alleged victim experienced serious injury as a result of maltreatment? These fields must be completed in order to send to lead investigative agency and to close the intake.

Adult Maltreatment Report: Per APS Policy, two new fields have been added to the Referral tab: Was CEP form sent to medical examiner? and Was CEP form sent to MN/DD Ombudsman? These fields are required in order to close the intake.

Adult Maltreatment Report: A new field, Call Center report #, displays on the Adult Maltreatment Report tab. The field is currently disabled and will be display-only once the Call center functionality is implemented.

Allegation screen: Per APS policy, an Allegation detail checklist box displays for allegations; at least one checkbox must be selected in order to save the allegation. Context sensitive help is available by clicking on the blue Allegation hyperlink.

Commissioner Transition
The Commissioner Transition letters, sent by DHS, now have a cover letter addressed to the local agency. The local agency worker will know what and when the family is receiving information from DHS.

Relative Custodian is available on the Commissioner Transition Log.

Complete address, not just street address, is available on the Commissioner Transition Verification.

A comment field was added to the Commissioner Transition Log (editable at DHS, read only for the local agency).

Document Templates
The following documents were converted from HTML to RTF
- APS Initial Disposition Letter
- CPS Family Assessment Mandated Reporter Summary
- CPS Family Investigation Notice of Reconsideration
- CPS Notice of Assessment Summary
- CPS Notice of Determination
- CPS Summary Disposition Notice

All of these documents are letters that will need Local Agency RTF Document Template Headers attached. Reminder: Any of these documents created prior to the Version 15.2 release, and still in “Draft” status, can still be edited; however, these carry-over documents cannot be copied.
A new RTF document template is the MAPCY Post-Permanency Reassessment Notice. This template needs a Local Agency Header attached.

**Fiscal – Title IV-E Abstract Report**

Some of the IV-E Claims on the Child Foster Care report that were submitted in Q1 2015 will create flipped claims (negative claims and the positive claim if all other rules are met) if one of the following situations exists:

- The IV-E reimbursable indicator on the IV-E claimed payment was YES and the IV-E reimbursable indicator was changed to NO after the claim was submitted
  - If the IV-E reimbursable indicator was a No when the payment was claimed and is now a Yes – these claims are not automatically flipping in V15.2
- The PMI# for client was removed after the IV-E claim was submitted
- The DOB for the child was deleted and an estimated DOB was entered after the IV-E claim was submitted

These are the only 3 situations where a claim on the Child Foster Care report will be flipped automatically by the system for V15.2. All other situations require an adjustment reversal and correcting entry adjustments to back out any previous claims. Only claims submitted to Q1 2015 and forward will automatically flip. Any claims submitted prior to Q1 2015 will always need to be manually backed out.

**MAPCY**

The MAPCY templates (Child Domain, Youth Domain, and EFC-SIL) will validate the age of the child to ensure the appropriate template is used. An error message will display upon Save on the setup screen.

A new Post Permanency Reassessment Log is available under Searches & Logs to track MAPCY Reassessments. The system will compare the new benefit level with the existing benefit level. If the new level is higher, a notification will be sent to DHS to send the family a Benefit Agreement to sign. If the new level is the same or lower, the new level will not be implemented. There will be new letters for the local agency to send to the families.

**Placement**

The Foster Parents Tab on Placements has been updated to account for the Kinship – Relative setting, therefore requiring a relative/kin type relationship.